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UP TO a D.C. ANALOGUE VOLTAGES








r-4 ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
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FIVE-HOLE PROBE DATA ANALYSIS
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A CONTOUR PLOTTING CELL
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CELL CO-ORDINATES
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THICK LINE PLOTTING ALGORITHM
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A VECTOR SCALING CELL
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~~
I ! t I I














SLOT TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITuDE CO"lTOURS ~CONTOuR i.J~JTS ME:TRE-S,SfC'
iliATUR.-'L 1Ni..E:T SOUND.-.R'( L.A 'fER
'(--'XIS TA"IGf.NT!AL CO-ORa!NATE PR'JM TIH!L1NG f.DGE DVUM 'MM)
Y--AX I S SPANill Sf: CO-'JRD! NATt f'R'JM PERSPEX END\lALL (MM~
t J I ! I I
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FIGURE 4.7
SECTION THROUGH AN IDEALIZED PASSAGE VORTEX










CROSS FLOW ANGLE = dLOCAL) - dMIDSPAN)
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+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + I 1 08
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + I 1 001
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
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+ + + + + + + + + + + + O~l
+ + + + I + + + + + + + 091.,..
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I
YiVO G~lVlOdVojX~ • V~lO G31V10da~lNi A;lVn~VW X Vl.VG 38G~d ...
iWWl llVNlN=l ):":1dSd3d \..jGe;.; 3iVtHGe:lQ-OJ 35IIl,NVd5 srxv-,(\..jhi Wn~VG 3JO~ JNIlLVol ~~d~ 3iVNIOaO-GJ lYr1~39~Vl SIXY-).
a::V.Y' ,.bVONnGS .i31N I lV~r.lVt.
S1NiOd Vl.YO 'V1N3WI~3a/3 Z 1015
Si..OT 2 T'JHL PRESSURE LOSS CfJE:H-1CH:NT ' !DQ'_0 0l... fJCAL.J ,. 'DO' _0') ) 'S'JTCJRS
'~A TJR.~l... INLE:T BOUNO"C!'~ LA-'ER
X-AXIS TA~CE~T1Ai.. CO-DRD!NATf fROM TRA!LING EO(~ OATJM (HM)
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ABOVE 5-HOLt PROBE DATA
BELew 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
I





~LOT 2 TOTAL VELOCITY MACN!TJOE CONTOURS (rQ~TGJR IN!TS ~~rq~5,~~~'
NA rURAl. I N;"f:T 80~JNO"t!'1 __ '"v!::'q
:<-A'OS TANCENTBL ca·o:JD.Q!NATE- i-:~O"l TR/\!L..!r~r: t:~Y'E !Jl,TJr-: "1~'1\
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o
A~OVE 5-hOLF PROBE: DATA
9E~OV 3-hOLF. PR09f DATA
20 1S 10
~/I:// ~ -" ~,.?K~~~2:i<~~5
-so -00 -40 -'0 o 20 l·O 60 80
! I
'00 '20 '4C !60 180
FIGURE 4.11
SLOT 2 'vECTOR PLOT OF SECO!~Dt\RYvELOCnIES CH (SEC~ z..'\/T (LOC) -VT l!'1.~. \ .'JA 'LSC") ,VA 'M. 0:.' l
NATURAL !NLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORD!NATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM:
Y-AXIS SP.~NVJSE CC .. ·ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDiJALL (MM)
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X PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE
+ SUCTION SIDE LEG VORTEX CENTRE
FIGURE 4.12
SLaT 2 SPA~VlSf. ANGLE (P!TCH ANGLE! ceNTaURS 'CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES'
NATURAL !NLET BOUNDARY LAvEQ
X-AXIS TANGENT!AL CO-ORD!NATf. fROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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FIGURE 4.13
SLOT 2 YAJ ANGLE CONTOURS (Cr~TOJR UNITS DEGREES)
NATUR....L INLET BIJUND....R·( L.... O'ER
X-AXIS TANGENT1AL CO-ORDINATE fRO~ TRAILING EDGE SATUM (~~
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FIGURE 4.14
S~OT 2 STATIC PRESSURE COE~~!C!E~T ' (P!-PLaCA~)i(PO'-PI) ) CONTOURS
NATUR...i. JN~f:T SQUNDAIF ...A"ER
:(-..XJS TA"4Ct~T!."i... CO··OR~!NATE l-:RCM TR""i..!NG E~GE !JVUM n1~)
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ABOVF. S-HOLE PROBE DATA
9ELOV 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
0·5 0
Jjl·/ij' Jj' ~/0·7 ~{~\,.«, ;'} ~ ~'.'
I ' I I ' J ~ .''''\ v ;~.. r' <:: . ;. r"" ;;>.:;
..90 - ..0 -40 ..~o o 20 40 60 so !OO 120 140 '60 leo
FIGURE 4.15
5:"OT 3 ~XP~RIMENT~L DATA POINTS
NATJRAL INLET B0UNDARY LAYFR
:<-.A:O S TANGENTIAL ~O-ORD!N~TE FROM rqA!LING EDGE aATJM ("1M)Y··,'<!S SPANUJSE CO-ORD!NATf FROM PERSDEX ENDUALL (MM)
... PROBE DATA :< MANUALL Y !NTERPOLATfD DATA + F~TR,DOLAT~D OAT,
I I I
220 ~ + + + ..l- + + + ..l- + + + +
200 ~ + + + + + + + + + + ....... +
180 ~ + + + ....... + + ....... ....... + + ....... +
160 ~ + + + + + + ..l- + + + ....... +
140 ~ + + + + + + + + + ..l- ....... +
120 ..l- + + + + + + + ..l- + + ..l-I
+ + + + + + + + ..l- + ....... +
100 + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + ..l-
80 ... + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + -I- + + + + + + ...
+ + + + + + + + + + + ••60 ~ + + + + + + + + + + + ~
+ + + + + + + + + + ..l- ~
+ + + + + + ..J.. + + + .. ...
+ + + + + + + -I- + + -t ~40 ... + + + + + + + + + + -t -II.
+ + + + ..l- + + + + + ~ ......
+ + + + + + + + + ..l- -t ..
+ + + + + + + + + + + ~20 + + + + + + + + + + ...... ......
+ + + + + + + + + +
"""
...
+ + + + + + + ... -t -+-
"""
..
+ + + •.1- + + + X + + + ...0
-60 -1,0 -20 a 20 40 60 80 100 1'-0 140 160 190 200
190 200'00140'2010080604020o··60 -~O -20
A90VE S-HOLE PR09E DAT~
-
BcLO\l 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
~
- -. . ~ . .
; . ~
i L ;: i; i~ ~ ~i ~ i' i~ ~ :=.





SLOT 3 TOTAL PRESSURE '_OSS COEf---JC!pn / (PO'-POLOCAi..). /POl-PI) ) CO/HOURS
NATURAL JNLET BOUNDAR" ~A,(ER
,(-AXIS TA"lGENT!Ai.. CO--ORD!NATE f-RC"1 TRATi..JNG E!)GE D.o\TJH ("1!'1)
Y··AX!S SPANIiISE CO-OR!)JNATE F~O!'1 PERSPEX E"lDilAi..L /MM'
o-a, 0-15
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FIGURE 4.17
SLOT 3 TOTAL V~LaCITv MAGNITUDE Ca~TOJRS 'CONTaUR J~lTS METR~S/'SE['
NATJRAL INLET SGJNDARv LA"fR
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO--~~DINAT~ ~QaM TRAILING EDG~ D;TUM (H~
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FIGURE 4.18
SLO! 3 VECTOR PLO! OF SECC~DARY VELOC!!IES (VT (SECI~VT ~OC)-VT (M.S.' .JA~~C\ iVA'M.S.'1
NA!URAL INLET BOuNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORD!NA!E FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATuM (MMI
'i-AXIS SP.~N\I!SE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSDEX ENDiJALL !~iM)
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X PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE
FIGURE 4.19
"LOT 3 ~nA~wlSF. A~GLE (P!TCH ANGLE) CONTOURS ~CO~TOUR UNJ~S DeC~EES\
NATURAL !NLET BOUNDARY LAvER
X-AXIS TA~GE~TJAL CO-ORD!NATE FRO~ TRAIL!NG EDGE DATU~ (~M:
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FIGURE 4.20
SLO~ 3 YAw A~GLE CO~TOuRS rCS~TOUR UNITS DEGRf.E5~
NPUR."L ! NLET 80UNDARY LAYER
X-."XI5 ~A~GENTIAL CO-ORD!NATE FP,Ot-1 TR.o\!LlNG EDGE DATUM ('1M)
'(.·.1,'05 SDN4iJISE CO-OP'!J!NPE FROM PERSPEX ENDiiALL ''1!''I)
I I I
220 20 10 10 II \ ~o ;; I200 I j \:I
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FIGURE 4.21
SLOT 3 STATIC PRESSJRF CaE~~JC!E~T ( ~l-PLaCA~l:(pa'-P!l 1 CONTOJRS
NATURAL INLET SOUNDARY LAvER
(-A:OS TANGENTIAL CO-OROlNATf ~R'J'! TR.4,!...JNG E:Gf: O_FJM ("1"1)
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FIGURE 4.22
SLOT I, F,(PER ~ MENT AL DATA DO!NTS
"JAT 0P..AL JN~tT 90UND.ARv L...·~ER
'<-A:~! S TANGENT! A~ rO-fJR~!~ATt L-R'J"I :RA!~!N[ t~[E-: ~ATJH '''1!1~
v .A'OS SPAN'JISt CO-'JR~!""A"'t ~o.'J"1 PE:RSDE:< E:ND'JAL.L ("1"\)
. PRfJBf. DATA X HA'4UAL.Lv 1 ~nE-:RDOLA Tt-D OAT." . F~TPADOL,T~D C,TA
220 I- -l.. ~ ~ ~ -l.. + -l.. ~ -I- + ~ +
200 + + -+- -l.. + + -+- + -l.. + -+- +
'80 I- + + -+- + + + -+- .1- + -+- + +
160 + + -+- + + -+- + + + -+- + +
1',0 + + -+- -+- -l.. + -l.. -+- -+- -l.. + +
+ -+- + + + -l.. -+- + -+- -l.. -+- .1-
120
-+- -+- -+- -+- + + ..J. + + + ..J. +,
-+- -+- + -+- + -l.. -+- .1- ..J. .1- + -+-
100 + + + + -+- + -+- + -+- -+- + +
+ + -+- + + + + + ..J. -+- -+- .~
80 + + + + + + + ~ + + + .~
+ + + + + + ..J. + -+- + ... "*+ + + + + + + + -+- + ~ ~
+ + -+- + + + + + + + ... ~60 + + + + -l.. + + + + + ~ ...
+ .J.. + + + + .J.. + + + ..... ~I
..J. + -+- -+- + -+- + + + + ... ~
+ + + + + -+- + + + -+- -~ ~1,0 I- + + + + .J.. + + + + +
"""
~
+ + + + + + -+- + + +
"""
~
+ + + -+- + + + ..J. + + .. ...I
+ + + + + + + + + +
"""




+ + + + + + + + + +
"""
..
+ + + + + + + + + +
"""
,~
-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- + -+- + .J.. + ~0
-00 -£.0 ..~O 0 20 40 60 80 100 '20 '40 160 '80 200
40 ASOVE S-HOLE PR09E DATA
SELO\l 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
20
0
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 60 100 120 1:'0 160 !80 200
FIGURE 4.23
SLOT ~ TOTAL PRESSJRE LOSS COEFF!C!E~T ( P~~-D~LCCALJiWO'-Pl1 I rONTOURS
~ATJR'L INLET 90UNDAR~ LA~ER
X-AXIS TA~GENTIAL CD-QRQ!NATE ~~Q~ TRATLING EDGE DATUM (~M)
Y·'XIS SPANUISE CO-OPQ!NATE ~~DM PERSDEX E~DUALL (MMJ
!80 20')160
i I






































S~OT 4 TOTAL VELOCITY MACNITUDE C~NTOJRS rCO~Touq JNITS ~ETRf~,SEC'
NAruR.~L INd:T 90UNDAO,'( ... ~vE:R
X-AXIS TANCE~TJAL CQ-QRQJNATE: ~qQM TRA!~INC EDCE DATJM (~M)
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ABOVE S-HOlE PROBE DATA
BELOU 3-H~lE PROSE JATA
25 20 15 10















SLOT 4 VECTOR PLOT O~ SECONDARY VELOC!T!ES (VT(SEC)=VT~OC)-VT!M.S.\.VA'~SCliVA!M.~.\J
NA TURAL !NLET BOUND.~R,( LA 'fER
X-AXJS TANGENTJAL CO-ORa!NATE PRO~ TRA!L!NG EaGE DATUM (~M)
Y-AXJS SPANwlSE CO-ORD!NATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVA~L IMMJ
VECTOR SCALE 20 ~ETRESiSEC
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SLOT 4 snA~V]SE ANGLE (P!TCh AN~LE) CONTOURS ~CONTOuR UN!T5 ~tG~~E~\
NATURAL ]NLET BOuNCARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTJAL CO··ORD!NATE ~RO~ TR!\!L!NG EDGE DATuM (M~j)
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FIGURE 4.27
SLOT 4 YAw ANGLE CONTOURS (CO~TOUR UNITS DEGREES~
NATURAL !NLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE I=RO!'1 TR."!l!NG EDGE D.;TUr. :'1:-1)
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FIGURE 4.28
~LOT If STAT JC ORES SURE CIJEr~! CH:NT ( (0 l-oLOCAl..' , (PO' ·_P') , rONTOJDS
NATURAL INLET BaUNDARY ~AV~R
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-IJRD!NATF ~RaM TRA!LING t~(E DATJM (M~
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20
o
ABOVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA
BELOV 3-~OLE PROBE DATA
2 1 0 -0-5
~'.~:: '~Jlw,,·
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 16C 180 2r~
fIGURE 4.29
SLOT 5 EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPAN~ISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MM)
+ PROBE DATA X MANUALLY INTERPOLATED DATA • EXTRAPOLATED DATA
I I I I I I I ; I I i i i I
- + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + + -
r- + + + + + + + + + + ~ + -
r- + + + + + + + + + + + + -
r- + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + -+- +
- + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
- + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + ...
+ + + + + + + + + + + ...
+ + + + + + + + + + + ...
+ + + + + + + + + + ... ... -
+ + + + + + X + + + ... ...
+ + + + + + + + + + ... ...
+ + + + + + + + + + ... ...~ + + + + + + + + + + ... ... -
+ + + + + + + + + + ... ...
+ + + + + + + + + + ... ...
+ + + + + + + + + + ... ...
I- + + + + + + + + + + + ... -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +














-80 -60 -40 -20 o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
40 ABOVE 5-~OLE PROBE DATA
geLO~ 3-hOLE PROBe DATA
20
o
-RO -~O -40 -20 o 20 60 90 100 '20 '40 !60 180
FIGURE 4.30
SLOT 5 TOTAL PRESSURE ~OSS COEFF!CIENT ( (P01-POLOCAL)/(POI-Pl) ) CONTOURS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE ~RaM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM !MH)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MMJ
FIGURE 4.31
SLOT 5 TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES,SEC)
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY ~AYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FRQM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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FIGURE -i.32
SLOT 5 VECTCR PLOT O~ SECONCA~Y VELOC!TIES 'VT {SEC)~VT :~OC)-VT :~.~.\ .~A '~~C~ iVA '~.~.\\
NATURAL INLET BOuNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO--ORD!NATE FRO~ TRA!L!NG E)[.t DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORD!NATE FRO~ PERSDEX ENDUA~L ~M~
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SLOT 5 SPA~VlSE A~GLE (P!TCH A~GLE) CONTQURS (CO~TOUR UNITS DEGREES~
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY ~AYER
X-:\XIS TA~GENTI AL CO-ORD! NATE f=RO!'1 '!RA.! L! ~G EDGE D.&.TUM (~::i)
V-AXIS SP.A.WISE CO-ORD!~ATE cR'J"'. PERSPEX E~DJALL ~"W._'
o
J I
-80 -60 -40 -20 o 20 40 60
I I r'
100 120 140 160 1BG
FIGURE 4.34
SLOT 5 YAV ANGLE CONTOURS 'CONTOUR UNITS ~cG~f.ES~
NATURAL INLET BOJNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE ~RO~ TRA!~!NG ~~~~ ~ATUM :~~



















! 00 ! 20 ! 40 !6C 1f..~
ABOVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA





-90 -00 -40 -?O o 20 60 60
60
10C 120 140 160 lAC
FIGlIE ".35
SLOT 5 STATJC PRESSURE COEFFICJENT ( (PI-PLOCAL)/(P01-Pl) l CO~TOURS
NATURAL JNLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXJS TANGENTJAL CO-ORDJNATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
















































ABOVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA
-0-7
I I , !
o 20 60 80 100 120 !40 160 180
FIGURE 4.36
SLOT 6 EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
'(-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-OPDINATE FROM TRALING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORD~NATE fROM PERSPEX ENOVALL (MM)
~ PROBE DATA X MANUALLY !NTERPOLATED DATA • FXTRAPOLATED DATA
I I I I I : : I : : ; I I I
- + + + +- + + + + + +- + + -
+ + + +- + +- + +- +- + + + -
~ + + +- + + +- + + + + +- + -
~ + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
~ + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + +- + + + + + -I- + + +
~ +- +- + + + + + + + + + + -
4- + +- +- + + +- +- +- + + +
~ + + + + + +- + + + + + + -+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +~ + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +~ + + + + + + + + + -I- + + -
-tIL'+ + + + + + + + + + +
-tIL' + + + + + + + + + + +
-tIL' + + + + + + + + + + +I-
-tIL' -tIL' + + + + + + + + + -tIL' -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + +- + + + + + +













-120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0
t,O ABOVE 5-HOLE PROBE DATA
~ELO\l 3-hOLE PROBE DATA
20
0












SLOT 6 TOTAL PRESSUR~ LOSS COEF~!CJENT ( IPO'-POLOCAL)!IPO'-P!! ) CO~TOURS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDA~Y LAvER
X-.~:(J 5 TANGENT! Ai.. O-ORD! NA TE ~ROM TRA! L.l NG EDGE DATUM 1M!'!)
















SLOT 6 TOTA;.. VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SEC!
NATwRAL INLET BOUNDARY ~AYER
:<-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-OR!J!NATE FROM TR.~!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
























ABOVE 5-HOLE PROBE DATA
9ELOV 3-hO~E PPOBE DATA
35 30 25 20
35~~~:p~'ID;~(t~ ;~\\1} ::),
!











SLOT 6 JEeTOR PLOT OF SECD~DARY JELOCIT!ES (JT !SfCJ~JT :LDC~·VT :~.~.' .JA ·~S~' ,VA ·~.~.\l
NATURAL INLET B0JNDARY LAYER
X-AXI S TANGENT! Ai.. CQ-CI:!D! NA TE Fi:10"1 TR.~! L! NG EDGE DPL!~l ~"1M.'
'(·,AXI S SD.A,WISf CIJ-IJI:!DINA:E FRIJ"1 PEqSDE:< END\JAi..l ~M"1:



















'-.--- - - - -
- 120 - 100 -80 -60 -40 -20 o 20 40 60 80 1e0 12C 140
x PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE
FIGURE ~.~O
SLOT 6 SPA~wJSE A~GLE (PITCH A~GLE) CONTOURS ~r.ONTOuR UNITS DEGqEESJ
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENT1AL CO-ORD!NATE ~ROM TRA!LJNG EDGE DATUM :M~


















- 120 -1 00 -80 -60 -40 -20 o 20 40 60 100 120 140
FIGURE 4.41
SLOT 6 '0.:.1 A~Gi..E CONTOiJRS ~rC;~TOlJR UNITS SEGRtE3:'
NJ.,TUR..\i.. !NLET B~UND ..\R'( LIFER
X-AX] S T"~GENT!.A.~ CO··ORO! NPE ~RIJ"1 TR."!L..! NG ESr;E 0:\TUM :M!'1)
Y-AXJS SPA~w!Sf CO-IJRD!NATE ~RIJ"1 PERSPEX ENDVALL ("1"1)



















40 - A~aVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA




.• 1 20 .. , 00 - 80 -00
1-80 ,1-70
·.40 ··20 0 20 40 60 eo !OO 120 140
SLOT 6 STATlC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAU I (PO'-Pl) ) CONTOURS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LA~ER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATuM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MM)
I



















-120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
40 ABOVE 5-~OLE PROBE DATA
~ELCW 3-HCL~ PROBE DATA
4 3 2 120 3,0-
.~(W'~'!I!'f~!!}i -0·2(~~~ ~/~~ )~;1 ~,~J(4 ~>,.</.
a
! ! I!
-20 0 20 40 60 80 'O~ '20 140
-'20 ··100 ··90 -00 -40
FIGURE 4.43
80604020I)
SLOT 7 ~XPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
NATURAL INLET 9aUNOARv LAYFP.
'(-~XIS TA~CENT!AL ca--'JR!JINATE FR'JM TtH'i...ING fSGE D~TUM "'!!'!)
Y--AX! S SPA"fII ISE CO-'JRD INATE FRIJM PER5PE:< ENOilALL (MM'
~ PRaB~ DATA X MANUALLY !NTERDOLATf!J DATA • EXTRADOLATf!J DAT~
I I I I ~ I I I I I I .
.. + + + + + + + --l- + + + --l-
-
+ + + + + + + + + --l- + + -
.. + + + + + + + + + + + + -
.. + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + --l- + + +
~ + + + + + + --l- + -I- + --l- + -
+ -I- --l- + .1- + + + + + --l- +
~ + + + + + + --l- + + --l- + + -
+ --l- + + --l- + + + + + --l- +I
~ + + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + --l- + + + + + + + + +I
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + -I- + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
-iIf. + + + + + + + + + + + -
;jr + + + + + + + + + + +
..... + + + + + + + + + + +
..... + + + + + + + + + + +~ ill- ill- + + + + + + --l- + + + -~ ... + + + + + + + + + +
...
-I- + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + -
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + -I- + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
I I ! I I I I I I . ! I I !













40 A90VE S-HOLE PROSE DATA
SC' .0\1 3-IiOLE PPOBE D.;TA
20
o
o 20 40 60 so
FIGURE 4.44
Si..OT 7 TOTAL PR~C;SURE LOSS CQEFF!f:!E"4T ' IPIJ'_DOLQC"L)" rpo' __p!) 1 CONTlJlJRS
NATUR.~L INLET BIJUNDA~" LA'(fR
'(-"XIS TANGENTIAL. CIJ-IJRD!NA:t: 1-0.0"1 TR~!L!NG f-DCt: DFJM (HM)
Y- ~:(] S SPAN\I I Sf ClJ--lJRD JNA Tf FROM PI::D.SPt::< END'JALL 1M"'!)
806020o
0:5















40 ABOVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA
9ELO\l 3-HO~E PROBE DATA




.. '60 ··!60 -!40 ··'20 ..!00 -SO -~O
--...
0·05J ; 1
-£.0 -20 0 20 40 60 80
FIGURE ~.45
SLOT "7 TOTAL.. VELOC TTY "'AGNITJOE CQNTDURS 'CONTOUR JNITS ~ETqr-S,SfC\
NAT~R.l,L JNi...ET 9QUNOAq'l i..AYFR
'(-~XJS TA"JGfNT!lIi.. CO-ClROJNATE: ~RIJM TP'l,!L.!"JG fOrE: ~.l,TJ!1 '''tM)
























-160 -'40 -'20 -100 - 0 -00 -40 -20 0 20 t,O 60 80
1,0 "gOVE 5-hOLE PROBE DATA
9E'..lJlJ 3-hO~E PROBE CATA
3S 303S20 ) (J ~ ~~ '> \)]
t ....
=:::lp-.. ~ ,. ~ ( 10
I ! ! !
_'80













S~8T ? VECTOq PLCT OF SECO~DARY VELOCITIES {VT (SEC)~VT (LQC~-VT :~.s.\ .JA 'LSCl ,VA :H.~.\)
NATURAL INLET 90UNDA~Y LAvER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-O~D1NATE FROM T~A!LING EDGE DATUM {Mffi
Y··AXIS SPANUISE CC·O~D!NATE FROM PERSPEX ENCJALL (~~








'" -I / --/
-
I
I / ".... I














-!8r. -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 4(' c: 8e














SLOT 7 SPANVI Sf. :\NGLE (PITCH A~GLE) CONTOUP.S (CS"JTOUP. LJNES QtGC;;~+.c;.·
NATlJP....L JNLET B~iJNO/\C!'( L."YER
X-AX1S TA~GENTIA~ CQ-ORD!NATE ~RO~ T~AI~J~~ fDGf QATUM :~K)






-160 .. I 40 - 120 - !00 --80 -60 -40 ··20 ,...., 20 40
FIGURE 4.48
SLOT 7 YAw A~GLE CONTOURS (CC~TOUR UNITS S~G~~~j\
NATURAL INLET B~UNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENT!.~L ':O-·O~D!NATt: i-=RO~ T~.'''!L!NS fSr:t ~l",TUM ('1'1)





























40 ~ ABOVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA
C)E:'O\l 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
-80 -80 -7020 ~ /'J/~~
0 ~...<"~ -r--~~~,..
-IBO -160 .. 140 ··'20 -100 --·0 -60 -1,0 -20 0 20 ~O 00 90
FIGURE 4.49
SL..OT 7 STAT IC PRESSuRE C9E:~~: C!E:"4T ' 'PI_PLSC A... ) .' (PO' _p' ~ I raN rOJRS
~ATURAL !N~E:r 90UNOAqv LAYFR
X-~X!S TA~GENTIA ... CO-ORD!NATE: ~qO~ TR~!L!NG E:DGr ~~TJH (~M)
Y·AXJS SPA"4~ISE: CO·QRD!NATE: ~ROH PERSPEX E~O~ALL [M~\
j I














! I I I I I I I I
-180 -160 -'40 -120 -'00 -SO -60 -1.0 -?O I) 20 40 60 80
flO
-
A60VE: S-~I)Le PROBE DATA
9E..O\l 3·-~I)LE3PROBE DA: A 3 2
20 ~ ~---.~~~~I''l'/II !J,i'~!J~: ~ 1·2
2·6~_u1~.~~j) ~ j ((.f(t.7!;;?::·
0
I ! ! I I I !
-!60 ... 140 -120 -100 ··~O -60 -1.0 -20 0 20 40 60 80. 'SO
FIGURE 11.50
BLADE PASSAGE LOSS CORE DEVELOPMENT AND LOCI
OF PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE AND LOSS CORE PEAK
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM BLADE SUCTION SURFACE (MM)












20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
ABOVE 5-HOLE PROBE DATA
BELOW 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
40
20
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
LOSS CORE PEAK LOCUS
bPASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE LOCUS
7 7/ 3 2 POSITIONS AT EACH6~" .. 3 lC 2 TRAVERSE SLOT INDICATED
5 4 I -+
40
20
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE SITUATED AT INTERSECTION OF ZERO
SPANWISE AND ZERO CROSS FLOW ANGLE CONTOURS ON EACH
PROBE TRAVERSE PLANE
FIGURE 4.51
SLOT 8 EXPER!MENTAL DATA POINTS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY ~AYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATuM (MM)Y-AXIS SPAN'JISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPE( END\lALL (MM)
+ PROBE DATA :< MANUALLY INTERPOLATED DATA • FXTPAPOLATED DATA
I I I I I I I
220 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
200 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
180 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
160 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + -l- + + + + + + + + + +
140 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + -l- + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
120 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
100 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++ + X + + + + + + + + + + + + ... + + +80 + ... ... + + + + + + + + + + + ... + + +-+ + ... ... + + + + + + + + + + + ... ... + ++ + ... ... + + + + + + + + + + + ... ... + ++ + • • + + + + + + + + + + + ... ... + +60 + + ... ... + + + + + + + + + + + ... ... + +-+ + ... ... + + + + + + + + + + + ... ... + +
+ + ... ... + + + + + + + + + + + ... + + ++ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +40 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +20 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + ~ + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +0
! !




~ AgaVe S-HOLE PROBE DATA -








i i. ! II ~ l~ £! :1; :~ :~ ,I; ;~ L 11 :~ : 'I l
. . . . ,
-240 -220 -200 ..16':> ..160 ..! 40 ··120 ..' 00 -<;0 -00 -1.0 -20 o 20
FIGURE 4.52
SLOT 9 TOTAL PRfSSURF LOSS cOE~~lrJf.~T I (P01-POLOCALl/(PO'-Dl' ) rO~TOUR~
~ATUR~L !N~ET BOUNDAR: _AvER
'(-A:<JS TA~Gf.NT!AL CO··QRD!NATf: ~R'J"1 TR~l~!~G E~GE: D.FJM "I"'I~
















..?40 ··220 ·200 .,130-' 60 ..' 40 ..! 20 ..'00 .. ~ -60 -"0 -2~ 0 20
FI~ 41.53
SLOT 8 TOTAL VELOCITY MACNITUDE CONTOURS (CO~TOUR UNITS METRESi-Ee'
NATURAL IN~ET BOUNDARY LAvER
Xy' - ~~ II S TANGENTJ AL CO-OR!) JNA TE FRIJM TRa,' LI NG EDCE DA TUM ~MM)















-240 -220 -200 -!80 -160 -140 -120 -'00 -SO -60 -40 -70 a 20
40 A90VE S-HOLE PPooE DATA
BE.O'J 3-HOL r PROBE DATA
20 3030 35 35;~~~~ ( ~0 ~
: .L . I !
,·240 -220 -200 ·.ISO .! 60 -140 -120 -108 -so -60 -40 -20 0 20
FIGURE 4.54
~lOT 8 VECTOR PLOT OF SECONDARY YELOCITIES 'VT (SECl=YT (LOCl-VT {~.S"'.YA'lQC~ iVA ~~.~"II
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MMJ
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (Mffi









100 .- / I I
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I , / I
""/ I / ..- .. / I ./
/ / / ...-
" / / ./80 / ~ / - " / ~ .// /
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-240 -220 -200 -180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20
X PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE







SLOT 8 SPANV1SE ANGLE (P1TCH ANGLE) CONTOURS {CONTOUR UNITS DE(~EES\
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORD1NATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (~M)



















-240 -220 -200 -180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20
FIGURE ~.56
SLOT 8 ~A~ ANGLE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES)
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LA~ER
~(-A~<JJS TANGENTIAL CO-ORD!NATE FROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATUM (MMJ





















-240 -220 -200 -180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 2C
; ,'-80 <;---_ ~ <, / -70 \.. \,', /~-80-\{C ~ :=:::::----.~ \ I G\:~.~--- -~--::---.... ''\. )~::,~~, ',,:~
~BOVE S-HOLE PROBE DATA






• I I , I I J
-240 ··no ··200 -180 -'60 -140 ··120 -100 -80 -.,0 -1,0 -20 0 20
FIGURE ~.57
SLOT a STATIC PRESSuRE COEF~!CIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)/rPO!_D1J ) CONTOURS
NATUR~L INLET BOUNDARv LAYER
X-A~IS TANG~NTJAL CO-ORD!NATE ~ROM TRA!LING EDGE DATuM 'MMJ

















SLOT 9 EXPERJMENTAL DATA POINTS
tlATUR~L IN_ET BOUNDARv L...AYEq
:<-AX IS TA~GENTIAL CO ORDINATE FRaM ~RA!LING EDGE DATUM ('1"1)
Y··AXIS SPANilISE CO-fJRDINATE I=ROM PERSPE:< ENDIIALL (!'1!'1)
+ PROBE DATA X MANUALLY !NTEpOOLATED DATA • fXTRAPOLATEO D~TA
I I I
220 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + .. + +-
200 + + + + + + + + ... + + + + + + + + + +-
180 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ..J- + +-
160 + + + + + + + + + + ..J- + + + + + + ..J- +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ..J- + +
140 + + + + + + + + + ..J- ..J- + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + X + ..J- + + + +
120 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
100 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + -+- + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + ..J- + + + + +
+ + + + ... + -I- + + + + + + + + + + + +80 + + + + ... + + + + + + + + + + + • -+- +-+ + + + ... + + + + + + + + + + + +
"""
+
+ + + + ..- + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + t + + + + + + + + + + + +60 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +40 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ...L +20 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + ...L -+- + -+- + + -+- + -+- + + +0
J I
··280 -260 -240 -220 -200 .. ! 60 -160 -140 -'20 -100 -SO -60 -40 -20
40 .~90VE: S-HOL~ PROBE DATA




-zeo -260 -240 ··220 -200 ··'80 .. ~ 60 ··140 -120 -100 -90 -60 -"'0 -'0
FIGURE 4.59
SLOT 9 TOTAl.. PRESSURE ~OSS COEFF!CIENT ( IPOl-POLOCAi..liIP01-P') l CONTOURS
NATJRAL INLET BOUNDARY L.A'(ER
/·"X] 5 TANGENTJ AL O-IJRDJ NATf. FROM TRA! ~ I NG EDGF. DV;JM (HMl
















··280 -200 -180 -160 -140 -120




SLOT 9 TIJHL VELOCITY MACNJTUDE CONTOURS ~rONTOUR LlNITS ~ErRt-S/'SfC'
NATURAL INLET BOUNDAR V ~AYER
~-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE ~QO~ fRA!LING EDGE DATJH (~~








































I I I I
..280 ··260 ··240 -220 ··200 -.,80 ..,60 -, 40 -. I20 -' OC -80 '00 -"0 -'0
FIGURE ~.61
Sl.OT ? VEcrO~ Pl.OT OF SECOND.:..qv JELOC!T!f.S ''II (SEC) c:'JT (i...IJC~ -'IT Y. -. ' • J.A .~ SC" \ ,'/':", '~L ~. ' :.
NATURAl. INLET 9!'-JNDA~Y l.A'~ED.
X-."XI S TANGENT J;',L CO··OD.DINATE ;:D.Q~ :-0..4. I L.I NG EDGt' D.;TUM •JJ"-: ,\ 1.1.
'(·-A:OS SP.I,N'JJSE CO-OD.DINATE I=D.O"1 PED.SPE:( ENOilAl.l. ~M~)








100 , I ./ I ........
I I ./' -, ! ,, ...-
,/ I ./ -, , ./
-,,/ ~ ./ .... "; / -80 »: ./ -: /










~ ~ \ \
",. ..... I <, ./ ./ , , .....





































-280 -260 -240 -220 -200 -l8C -160 -140 -120 -In -8f' '" -4(1 -20-0,
x PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE
FIGURE ".62
SLOT 9 SPANUiSE A~GLE 'P!TCH ANGLE~ CONTOURS 'CGNTOJR UN1TS C~G~~~~'
NATURAL INLET BCUNOA~Y LAvER
X-A'OS TA~Gf.NTlAi.. CfJ··ORD1NA"TE fRO!1 TRA!i..!NG EDGE DATU~ :'1MJ
Y··AXIS SPAWISf CO·-'JRO!NATE FRO!1 PERSPEX ENOl/ALL ~"1M)













; ! , , , t , !
-280 -260 -240 -220 -200 -18<' -160 -140 -120 -100 -8(' -60 -4C -2C
FIGURE ~.63
SLOT 9 YAw A~GLE CONTOURS (CONTOuR uN!T3 QEG~Ef.5'
NATURAL !NLET BDUNDAqy LAvf~
:y<-A~( "T1 ~ TA~GENT!J'L CIJ·-I)P.D! NA TE ~RO"1 TRA! L.. I ,~:: EDr.E D; TUM U·V·t





















; , • I
-280 -260 -240 -220 -200 -lSf -160 -140 -120 -100 -8 0 -oS -40 -2C
40 ABOVE S-~OLE PROBE DATA
9ELO~ 3-HOLE PROBE DATA
-70 -70
/" ~ -,/,~ ~~::-
...... £ r-:- _~ ~'~ e
-
, ! I ! I I I I
20
o
..280 -260 -'40 -220 ··'OC -! PO -! 60 - 140 ..120 -, 00 -90 "00 -~O -20
FIGURE 4.64
SLOT 9 STATIC PPESSURE COEFF!CJENT ( WI-PLOCALli(PO'-P!) ! CONIOURS
NAT~PAL JNLET BOUNDARY ~AvER
X-AXJS TANGENTIAL 'O-ORD!NATE FRQM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (~~l


























I ;-2~0 ..2~0 ..2~0 -220 -2~0 -! BO ..160 .. ! 40 - 120 .. ' 00 -80 -60 -"0 -'0
FIGURE 4.65
SLOT '0 EXPER!MENTAL DATA POINTS
NATJRAL INLET 90UNDARv LAYFR
X-~XIS TA~GENTIAL CO-~PD!NATE FR~M TRA!LING tDrE D~TJM '~~l
Y·-AXJS SPAN'JJSc CO-fJRDJNATc FR~M PERSPE:( END\lALL (MM)
+ PROBE DATA X MANUALLY !NTFRDOLATcD DATA • EXTRADOLATfD DAT~
I I I : : i , I I : : I i I
rot + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
~+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + -J-
'-+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
f-+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ~
-+ + + + + + + + + + + + + ..j.. + + + + +-
H- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
r-+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
~+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ..j.. + +-
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + ...L + + + + +
--t- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-
- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + + + + + + ...L + + + + 4- + + +
rt + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +-+ + + + + + + + + ..j.. + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + ..... + + + +.
~~ I .~ ± i . to i i i I i i I I i ri to!~ i~ i~ i~ !~ i~












-340 -320 -300 -280-260 ··::'40 -·220 ··200 -, 80 -, 60 -.' 40 -! 20 -100 -90
40 A90VE S-HOLE PROBE DATA
BE'_OU 3··HOLE PROBE DATA
20
o
..340 ··320 -300 -280 -260 -240 -no -200 -180 -160 -., 40 .. ' 20 -, 00 -80
FIGURE ~.66
SLOT 10 TOTAL PRfSSURE ~QSS rOEFF!CIENT ( IP01-POLOCAL1iIPO'-Pl) , CONTOURS
NAT~RAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
{-AXIS TANGENT!A~ CO-QRD!NA!t FROM !RA!~!NG tDGt DATJM ~~~
Y··AXIS SPAN\lISE CO-O\~!NA!f FR'JM PERSPF( ENDIIALL ("1'1'


















40 APOVE 5-HCLL PROSE DATA
BEl... 0\1 3-~OLE PROBE aATA
20 0·5 0·3




··340 -320 -300 ·280 ·-260 t·?40 ··220 ··20C ..'80 .. '60 ..1flO -!20 -100 -90
FIGURE 4.67
-55
SLOT 10 MIDSPAN TANGENTIAL TRAVERSE RESULTS
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXES TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
UPPER Y-AXIS YAW ANGLE (DEGREES)
LOWER Y-AXIS TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ((P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-P1)
.,
+



















































DATA FROM DETAILED TANGENTIAL TRAVERSE AT MIDSPAN





















SLOT 10 TOTAL VELOCITY MACNITUDE CONTOURS 'CONTOUR UNITS METPESir~c!
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY _4.vER
:<-AXIS TA"lGENTJAL CO··IJROJNATE: F-RIJM TR4.!L.JNC EDCE: a4.TJH ''1'1'



















40 ABOVE S-rOLE PROBE: DATA
9E!.OV 3-l-iOLE PROBE DATA
20
o 30













SLOT 10 JECTOR PLOT OF SECO~DAqy JELGC!T!ES :JT !~~C!=VT :Lcr'-VT'~. ~.'.JA 'LSr: IVA~.~.'·
NATURA~ INLET S~JNCARY LAvER
X-AXJ: TA~GENTJA~ CO-aRO!NATE ~RO~ TRA!~!NG ~~G~ ~A!JM :~M:
Y-AXJS SP'NVJ3E cO-rqO!NATE ~RSM PERsrEX ENO~ALL '~~
VECTOR SCALE 2S ~ETRES;SEC











































-- - - -' - .- -' -- - - - --
-' -- - . -~ ~. = s§ =-: = := ~ ~ E ~ ~
-- ==
="
= = = = = ,
-340 -320 -300 -280 -260 -240 -220 -2DO -IBC -160 -148 -120 -100 -Sf

































A30YE 5-~OLE PROBE DATA























SLOT !O STATIC PRESSiJRr: COEFl=ICIENT ( IP'-PLOCAU I IPO!-D1\ ) rlJNTOURS
~ATJRAL INLET BOUNDAqv ~AvER
X-AXIS TA~GENTIAL CO-OR~!NATF ~RQM TRA'LING EDCE DATUM ~Ml
Y-'XIS SPA~~!S~ CO-QRDINATF FRQM PERSDEX ENDWALL ~~
I I
-31,0-320 -300 ··/80 -260
I t I I t I
-/40 -/20 -200 -'80 -160 -140 -'20 -'DO -90
20
c
A90VE 5-HOLE PROBE DATA
9E~OV 3-hOLE PROBE DATA
3·0 3·0
-=::::> -L~~~ ;e;---:r-"'" c:
-
··340 ··320 ··300 ··280 ··2~0 ··/40 -")20 ··200 -18J - 160 -' 40 -' 20 -100 -90
FIGURE 4.73
LOSS CORE DEVELOPMENT DOWNSTREAM OF THE
BLADE PASSAGE
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM BLADE SUCTION SURFACE OR
TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM WAKE CENTRE-LINE (MM)
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, ' ..
-20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
ABOVE 5-HOLE PROBE DATA
















20 40 60 80
I •
- • , o.f
•
LOCI OF PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE AND
LOSS CORE PEAK
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM BLADE SUCTION SURFACE OR
TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM WAKE CENTRE-LINE (MMI
Y-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
ADDITIONAL POINTS KEY
POINT SLOT NO. BOUNDARY LAYER
AT CASCADE INLET












LOSS CORE PEAK LOCUS










20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
PASSAGE VORTEX CENTRE SITUATED AT INTERSECTION OF ZERO
SPANWISE AND ZERO CROSS FLOW ANGLE CONTOURS ON EACH
PROBE TRAVERSE PLANE










PITCHWISE MASS MEANED DATA UPSTREAM OF THE CASCADE
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXES SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENOWALL (MM)
UPPER V-AXIS YAW ANGLE (DEGREES)
LOWER Y-AXIS TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ((P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-P1)














POWER LAW BOUNDARY LAYER PROFILE OF SAME DISPLACEMENT
THICKNESS AND AREA MASS AVERAGED TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS
COEFFICIENT AS PITCHWISE MASS MEAN ED SLOT 1 DATA







































PITCHWISE MASS MEANED OVERTURNING ANGLE WITHIN THE BLADE PASSAGE
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-A~IS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)V-AXIS OVERTURNING ANGLE (DEGREES)2S ,. I
, r cD . . I • I I I I I I I I ,a m
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PITCHWISE MASS MEANED TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT WITHIN THE BLADE PASSAGE
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
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PITCHWISE MASS MEAN ED TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT DOWNSTREAM OF THE CASCADE
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX END WALL (MM)
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DEVELOPMENT OF AREA MASS AVERAGED TOTAL
PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT
X-AXIS PERCENTAGE OF AXIAL CHORD FROM BLADE TRAILING EDGE
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F!GURE ".81
DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY LOSSES
X-AXIS PERCENTAGE OF AXIAL CHORD FROM BLADE TRAILING EDGE
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+ THICKENED INLET BOUNDARY LAYER DATA DURHAM CASCADE
l:J THINNED
o DATA FROM LANGSTON ET AL (1977)
o ROTOR BLADE ]
'NOZZLE BLADE THIN INLET BOUNDARY LAYER MARCHAL AND

















NORMALIZED CASCADE MASS FLOW RATE
X-AXIS PERCENTAGE OF AX IAL CHORD FROM BLADE TRAILING EDGE
Y-AXIS CASCADE MASS FLOW RATE NORMALIZED USING INLET MASS FLOW
(DURHAM DATA NORMALISED USING NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY
LAYER DATA)
DURHAM INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
x NATURAL ~
+ THICKENED PRESSURE PROBE DATA
G THINNED
e NATURAL HOT WIRE PRO BE DATA
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FIGURE 4.83
PLOT ON PLANE 20. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATAl
EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
+ PROBE DATA x MANUALLY INTERPOLATED DATA • EXTRAPOLATED DATA




















PLOT ON PLANE 1.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENO~ALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (PO'-POLOCAL), (POl-Pl) ) rONTOURS
X-AX:S TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILT~G EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-OR01NATE FROM TRAILING EDGE D~TUM (MM)















·-300 -250 --200 --I SO -100 -so o 50 '00 150
PLOT ON PLANE 5.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDYALL (S-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-P1) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATUM (MM)
, , I I I , r L-_ I -.1















PLOT ON PLA~E 5.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL DRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (PO -POLOCAL)/ (POI-PI) ) rONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDTNATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
V-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FR8M TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)





















PLOT ON PLANE 20. ~ MM FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)

















-~50 -100 -50 o 50 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 20. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (PO'-POLOCAL)/ (PQ'-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AilS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)





















-100 -50 o 50 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 40.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (5-HOLE PROBE DA~A)
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (POJ-POLOCAL)/(POI-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0 SO 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 60.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL {5-HOLE PROBE DATAl
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (POJ-POLOCAL)/(P01-P1) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
1 I I , -.1__
-300 -250 -200 - J50 -100


















PLOT ON PLANE 80.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (5-HOLE PROBf DATAl
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (P01-POLOCAL)/(PO!-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
I I _J I 1_ I I I , f
























PLOT ON PLANE 100. ~ MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ( (P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)




















-50 a 50 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 140. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (5-liOLE PROBE DATAl
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFF!CIENT ( (P01-POLOCAL) / (P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORD!NATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MMJ
-
















PLOT ON PLANE 220.1 MM FRO~ PERSPEX ENDWALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATAl
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COE~F!CItNT ( (P01-POLOCAL) j(P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTI~L CO-ORD!NATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
V-AXIS AXIAL CO-OROINAT~ FROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATUM (MM~




















PLOT ON PLANE 1.0 MM FRO'1 PERSPEX ENDWALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SEC)
X-AX:S TANGENTIAL CO-O,DINATE FROM ;RAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
v-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)











35 30 30 35 35 30
a 50 100 150
PLOT ON PLA~E 20. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA'
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SEC)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXI~ AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)


















-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 a 50 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 20.' MM FROM PERSPEX ENDwALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METR~S/SEC)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (~M)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (~M)
I • I I I I I 1 .!..- 1
35 35



















PLOT ON PLANE 50.' MM FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SEC)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
V-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE OATUM (MM)
I J I I J I ! J

















PLOT ON PLANE 220. ~ MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (S-HOLE PROBE DATA)
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SEC)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)





















o SO 100 150
TYO DTMENSION~L VELOCITY DISTRIBUITON
PRED ICTED VALUES (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SEC)
X-AXIS AAIAL CO-ORD!~ATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)














-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 o so '00 '50
PLOT ON PLANE 1.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDwALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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PLOT ON PLANE 2.0 MM FROM PERSPE~ ENDwALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATAl
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VE~OCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILI~G EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA~LING EDGE DATuM (MM)
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PLOT ON PLANE 3.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (3-HOLE PROBE D~rA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATuM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORD!~ATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC I.
50 ~'-........---------------------" ..........~~'-......."'-.." "--------
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! -----.l___ __ _---.L L l I I I ~____ L I























PLOT ON PLANE 4.0 MM FRO, PERSPEX END~ALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLO- OF A/IAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC , ..
50 ~~----------------------------~~~"-~~------------
~~~"'-------:--..-----------------~"-......."-.."'-.~------
I I I I .I I J ---.L 1 ! I
/ / / / /- - /' ./ ././ / / / / / / '" .- /'
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PLOT ON PLANE 5.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC -
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PLOT ON PLANE 7.4 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATAl
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-A/.~S TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILTNG EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 MEIRES/SEC I.
150100
I I I I ,
50
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o--50--! 00



















PLOT ON PLANE 15.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND -rANGENTIAL VELCCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CC-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CG-ORCINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC I.

























PLOT ON PLANE 40.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ~NDWALL (5-HGLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL ANr TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-GRDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC I ~
so
































PLOT ON PLANE 60.0 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDwALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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PLOT ON PLANE lCO.l MM FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL ANC TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE CATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC '.
./ / / / / / /'/.// / / / / / ./ / r>/'
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lOr. 150
I J 1 t 1 _ ; !
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PLOT ON PLANE 220.1 MM FROM FERSPEX ENDVALL (S-HOLE PROBE DATA)
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORCINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORQINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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-300 -250 -200 -150 -lor -50 a 5C 100 15('
PLOT ON PLANE 20.1 MM FPOM PEP.SPEX END~ALL (S-HOLE PROBE DATA)
SPANUISE ANGLE (PITCH ANGLE) CONTOURS (CONTOUR ~NITS G~GRfES)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FPOM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)

















-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -5G o
o
so 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 20. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (5-HOLE PROBE CATA)
YAY ANGLE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
V-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
















-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -SO a so 100 15C
PLOT ON PLANE 220. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (S-HOLE PROBE DATA)
SPANUISE ANGLE (PITCli ANGLE) CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREE~)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORCINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM:
V-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINAT~ FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM:

























PLOT GN PLANE 220. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX ENO~ALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
YAY ANGLE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES)
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DAT~M ~MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
1- 1 _ I I
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PLOT ON PLANE 1.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (3-HOLE PROBE DATA)
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)! (POl-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDTNATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)

















-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 o 50 100 150
PLOT ON PLANE 20.1 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (S-HOLE PROBE DATA)
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)!(P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAIL!NG EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DA~UM (MM)
, -.t 1 J I J I
-300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50






















PLOT ON PLANE 20. 1 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL ()-HOLE PROBE DATA)
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)/'P01-Pl) ) rONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)




















-300 -250 --200 .- , 50 -100 -SO 'J 50 100 '50
PLOT ON PLANE 30.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (PI-PLOCAL)/(POl-PI) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATUM (MM)























PLOT ON PLANE 60.0 MM FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)/(P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE fROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)

























PLOT ON PLANE 220.' MM FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (5-HOLE PROBE DATA)
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)/(P01-Pl) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)





















-300 -250 -200 -'SO -100 -50 o
0·0
50 100 150
TYO DIMENSIONAL STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT DISTRIBUITON
PREDICTED VALUES ((P1-PLOCAL)/(P01-P1)) CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FRO~ TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)















--300 --250 -200 --150 - 100 -50 o 50 100 150
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 93.3 I. OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTIQN SUR~ACE
AVERAGED TANGENTIAL EXPERIMENTAL POINTS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (~M)

























PLOT APPROXIMATELY 6.7 I. OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICK~ESS FROM SUCT~ON SURFACE
AVERAGED TANGENTIAL EXPERIMENTAL POINTS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-OqDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
50 +
+




















°LOT APPROXIMATI:LY 93.~ ? IJ~ s, ...::JE P!TC, LESS ThJC,NESS ~P.GM SJCT!O~ SJR~""1:
E:XPFRIMf:NTAL DATA POINTS
X- '.'<1 '3 AXIAL CIJ-fJR~! ~Vt- ~ROM TRA !L..ING r:DGF DATUM ('1:-1)
v-AXIS SOAW!St- CO··GRO!N":r ~ROM PERSPEX END'J."i..L ("1M)
+ PRfJBt- ~ATA x M.'.NUAi..L '( !NTf:RPOLATfD DATA .. HTR'.°OL"Tf:D O... TA
220 + + + .~ +
200 ~ + + + + ~
160 + + + + + + .,.
160 + .~ + + + + + +
+ + + +
140 + + + ... + + ... +
+ + + + + +
120 I- + + .,. + .,. .,. .,. .,. + +
+ .,. + + + + .,. +
100 ~ + + .,. + .,. + + .,.
+ + + .,.
+ + + .. .,. + + + + +
+ + • +80 I- .,. + .. .,. .,. +
"
.,.
.. .. .,. .,. .. +
+ .~ • • .. + .,. .. + .,.
+ • • • .,. + .. .,.60 ... + .. .. .. + + .. + .,.
+ .. .- • + + • +
.,. + • • •
.,. + • +
.,.
+ + .. .. .. + .,. + + .,.40 + .,. • .. + + .,. .,. +
+ + .. .. • + + + + 1-
.,. + .. • .. .,. + + .,. .,.
.,. .,. .. • •
.,. .,. + + .,.20 I- + + • .. • .. + + .,. t
+ .. + .. •
.,. .,. + + +
+ x + • + + + + +
+ x • •
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FIGURE 4.126
PLOT AOPROXJMAT~LY 6. 7 1. IJF BLADE PITC'i LESS :HJCI(NESS ~ROM Sl1CT!ON SJRF.Arr-
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 00JNTS
X-AXJS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MMlV-AXIS SPA"IVJSE CO-IJRDJNATE ~ROM PERsoEX ENDVALL (MMl
.. PROBE: DATA '( MA"IUALLY INTERPOLATfD aATA .. fXTRAoOLAT~D DATA
I I I I I I
220 + + + + + + ~ +
200 ~ + + + + + +
180 >- .,. + + .,. + .. ... +
160 >- .,. .,. + .,. + + +
'" '"
.,. + .,. +
!40 .,. .,.
'"
.,. .,. + -+ .,.
+ -+ + -+ .,. .~
120 .,. .,. .,. .,.
-+ + -+ .,. + +
+ + .,. + + .,. -+ +
100 .,. .,. .,. + .,. .,. .,. .,. .,. .,.
.,. + + +
+ .,. + + + .,. .,. ... +
.,. .,. .,.
..80 ~ .,. + .,. + + + + .,. • +
.,. + .,. .,. .,. ..
+ .,. + .,. + .,. + .,. .. +
.,. .,. + + .,.60
-
.,. + + + .,. ·t • .,. + .,.
.,. + .,. + .,. .. .,. .,.
.,. .,. + + .,. + .,. + +
.,. .,.
-t- + .,. .,. ... + .,.40 .,. .,. + .,. + • .,. ...,.
.,. .,. .,. + + • • .,. + .,.
+ + + + + ... .. .,. .. .,.
+ .,. ~ .,. .,. • .,. + +20 ~ .,. + + .,. .,. .. + .,. .,. .,.
+ .,. .,. .,. + .,. .,. ~ +
.,. + .,. .,. + .,. .,. + t +
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FIGURE ~.127
~LOT A~PROXIMA:ELY 93.3 X QF BLA~E PITCH LESS TH!CKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIE~T ( (OO!-OOLOCAL)/(PO!-PI) ) CO~TCURS
X-AX IS AX IAL CO··ORO JNATE FRO!'1 TR.~! i.. ING EDGE DATUM (MM)
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D~OT APPROXIMATELY 85.4 7. QF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SuRfACE
TOTAL PR=SSURE LOSS COEFF!CIE~T ( (PO!-POLOCA~J/(PO!-PIJ J CONTOURS
X-AXIS AX!AL CO-ORD!NATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CC-ORD!NAT~ FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MMJ
FIGURE 4. 129
°LOT APPROXIMATELY 77.5 1. QF BLAQE P1TCH LESS :HICKNESS FRO'~ SuCTICN SuRFACE
TOTAL PRESSURF LOSS COEFF1CIENT I IP01-POLOCALI/IP01-Pll I CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDJNATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM IMM)
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FIGURE 4.130
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 69. 7 X QF BLADE PlTCH LESS THICKNESS FRO~ SUCTlON SUR~ACE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFIClENT r IOOl-POLOCAL)/IPO'-P!) 1 CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATUM IMMJ






















PLOT AOPROXIMATELY 61.S X OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FqOM SUCT!O~ SJRFACE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT I IP01-POLOCALJ/IP01-PI) J CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORD!NATE FP.O~ TRAILING EDGE DA!UM lMMJ
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FIGURE ~.132
CLOT APPROXIMATELY 53. 0 X OF BLA~E P1TCh LESS THIC~NESS FRO~ SUCT:ON SJRF.~CE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEF~lCIENT ( IPOl-POLOCAl)/IPO!-PIJ ) CONTOURS
X-.~X! S A.X !.~i.. CO·-OR~ 1NAIE I=ROM TRA n.. ING EDGE DATUM (MM)




























°LOT ~PPROXIMATELY 46.' 7. 0F BLADE P1TCH LESS THICKNESS FRO~ SuCTION SUR~ACE
TOTAL PRESSuRE LOSS COEFF1CIENT ( (POI-POLOCAL)/{POI-PI) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-0RDINATE FRO~ TRA!LING EDGE DATuM (~~)
Y-AXIS SPA~VISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (M~J
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FIGURE ~.134
CLOT APPROXIMATELY 38.2 X OF BlA~E PITCH lESS THICKNESS FRa~ SUCTION SUR~ACE
TOTAL PRESSURE lOSS COEFFICIENT ( (POI-OOlOCAU / (POI-PI) J CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORD1NATE FROM TRA!l!NG EDGE QATUM (MM)
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nLCT APPROXIMATE:LY 30.3 z IJF BLADE PITCH LESS TfiIC~NESS FROM SUCT!ON SURF.l,CE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFF!C!ENT ( (PO!-POLOCALI/(PO:-Pll I CONTOURS
X-AXIS AX!AL CO-IJR8INA:E FROM TRA!LIN~ EDGE J"TUM (MM)
Y-A:OS SPANVISE CO-ORD!NATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MMI
I
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FIGURE 4.136
PLOT APPROXIHATELY 22.5 X QF BLAD= PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
TOTAL PRESS~Rf LOSS CCEFFJCIENT I (P01-POLOCAL1!(PO!-Pll 1 CONTOURS
X-AXJS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MMl
Y-AXIS SPANUISE CO-ORD!NATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (HHl
I I
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FIGURE 4.137
PLOT APPROX!MATELY 14.0 X QF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURF~CE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COE~F!C!ENT ( IP01-POLOCALJ/IP01-P!J J CONiOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORD!NATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM IMMJ
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°LeT APPROXIMATELY 6. 7 X QF BLADE PITCH L=SS TH!CKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFF!CIENT I IPOI-POLOCAL)/IP01-P!) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-OQ~INATE ~ROM TRAIL!NG EDGE ~ATUM IMM)
Y-AXIS SPAN~ISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL IMM)


































SPANWISE MIGRATION OF THE LOSS CORE
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM IMM)
Y-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL IMM)
PERCENTAGE OF BLAQE PITCH LESS































°LOT APPROXIMATE~Y 93.~ l. f)~ BLADE P!TCH LESS PiICl<NE:SS FROM SJCTION SJP.~o\CF::
TOTAL VELOC!TY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRES/SE:C)
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (MKJ
Y-AXIS SPANV!SE CO-ORDINATE FRQM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MMJ
































CLeT APPROXIMATELv 6.7 7. I)~ BLA!JE P!TCIi LESS THICKNESS f-ROM SUCT!O~ SURF..,CE
TOTAL VELOCITY MAGN1TJDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METqES/SEC)
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM ;RAlllNG EDGE DATUM IMM)
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PLOT APPROXIMATELY 93.3 7. OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANVISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE fROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM IMM)
Y-"XIS SPANVISE CO··ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (HM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC _____
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-200 -180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60
FIGURE 4.143
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 85.4 7. QF BLADE PJTCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANUISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANUISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC ~
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FIGURE 4.144
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 77.S 1. OF BLADE PJTCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACf
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANUJSE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MMI
Y-AXIS SPANVJSE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MM)
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FIGURE 4.145
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 69.? 7. OF BLADE PJTCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURfACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANVISE (RAOIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LJNG EDCE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORD!NATE FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC •
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FIGURE ~.148
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 61.8 7. QF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SUR~ACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANVISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE ~ROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MMl
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC ~
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DLOT APPROXIMATELY 53.9 l. OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANVISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC ~
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FIGURE 4.148
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 46.' 1. QF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANUISE (RADIAL> VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MMl
Y-AXIS SPANUISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MMl
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC e-
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PLOT APPROXIMATELY 38.2 % QF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANUISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM IMM)
Y-AXIS SPANUISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC ~
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FIGURE .4 .150
PLOT APPROXlMATELY 30. ~ I. OF BLADE PJTCh LESS T~lCKNESS ~ROM SUCTJON SUR~~rf.
VECTOR PLOT OFAXJAL AND SPANVlSE (RADJAL) VELOClTlES
X-AXJS AX1AL CO-ORDlNATE FROM TRAILJNG EDGE DATUM !~Ml
Y-AXJS SPANVJSE CO-ORDJNATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (HM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC I E>
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FIGURE 4.151
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 22.5 X OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANVISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDCE DATUM IMM)
Y-AXIS SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL IMM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC I.
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FIGURE 4.152
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 14.6 X OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANUISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPANUISE CO-ORDINATE ~ROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC _
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FIGURE 4.153
PLOT APPROXIMATELY 6.7 % OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SUCTION SURFACE
VECTOR PLOT OF AXIAL AND SPANVISE (RADIAL) VELOCITIES
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AX1S SPANV1SE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL IMM)
VECTOR SCALE 40 METRES/SEC _
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PLOT APPROXIMATELY 6.7 /. OF BLADE PITCH LESS THICKNESS FROM SuCTICN SURfACE
YA~ ANGLE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES)
X-AXIS AXIAL CC-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATU~ (~M)






























-200 -180 -160 -140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 o 40 60
- --- ZERO CROSS FLOW ANGLE CONTOUR
FIGURE ~ .155
ZERO CROSS FLOW ANGLE CONTOURS CLOSE TO
THE BLADE SUCTION SURFACE
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRAILING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AX IS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
PERCENTAG E OF BLADE PI TCH LESS
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FIGURE ~.156
°LOT APPROXIMATELY 93.3 % Of BLAJE P!Tr.~ LESS T:l!CK~ESS FRO~ SJCTJON SuRFACE
STATIC PRESSURE CO~FFICIENT I (PI-OLOCALJ/IPO!-PIJ J CONTOURS
X-AX! S AX IAL CO-ORa INA:~ FRDrI TRA! LING EaGE QA TuM IMMJ
Y···a.:<IS SPANVISE CO-ORaJNATE FRO~ PERSPEX ENDiiALL IM~IJ











~LOT APPROXIMATfLY 53.0 X ~F BLADE P:TC~ LESS TnIC~NtSS F~aM SUCT!O~ SuRFACE
STATIC PRESSURE COE~fJC~ENT ( IPI-PLOCALl/IPO!-PI) l CONTOURS
X-AXJS AXIAL CO-ORDINATf fROM TRA!LING E~GE DATuM (MMl
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°LOT APPROXIMATELY 38.21. OF BLADE PITrH U:SS THIC!(NESS FRO!'! SuCTlON SJR~.~CE
STAT!C PRESSURE COE~F!CI~NT ( (PI-PLOCAL)/(PO~-PI) ) CONTOURS
X-AXIS AXIAL CO-OR~!NATE FROM TRA!LING E~GE DA:uM (MM)
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PLOT AOPROXIMATE:LY 22.5;~ IJF BL.AQE ?!TCH LESS TH!C!(~JESS FROM SUCT!ON SJRf-=ACE
STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (PI-PLOCAL)/(P01-PI) ) CONTOURS
X-~XIS AXIAL CIJ-IJROINATE: ~ROM TRA!L!NG EDGE DATuM (MM)
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°LOT APPROXIMATELY 6.7 % OF BLADE PITCH ~ESS ThICKNESS FROM SJCTION SuRFAC~
STATIC PRESSURE COEFF~CIENT ' (Pl-PLOC~LJ/(P01-P1J J CONTOURS
X-AXIS AX!AL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!lING tDGE ~ATUM (MMJ
Y-AXIS SPAN~ISE CO-QRD'NATE ~ROM PEQSPEX ENDVALL IMMJ
L.E.
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9LADE SuRFACE STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT D!STR!9UTION
(SHO~I~G DATA ~R~ ~DJACENT PASSACES)
NATURAL 80UNDAqy ~AYER DATA
X-~XIS AXIA~ CO-OqD!NATE FRO~ TRA!~ING EDGE DATUM (MMI
Y-AXIS STATIC PRESS~RE COEF~IC!ENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)/(POI-PIJ
6- 6.~ H~ r~Q~ ~~~A~L
'5 +
e 26.~ ~~ F~O~ ~~~LL$
+ tll:JSPAN
0 +4 + 0 A!lJACE~T PASS/oGfo 0 0 :~~~ !l.''!'A C!~CLEJ~,
3
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FIGURE 4.182
BLA~E SURFACE STAT!C PRcSSuRE COEFFICIENT ~ISTRI9UT!ON
X-AXIS ~XIAL CO-ORD!~ATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (HM)
Y-AXIS STAT!C PRESSuRE COEFFICIENT ( (Pl-PL~C~L)/(P01-PI)
T.E.L.E.
A 6.~ H~ ~ROH ENDVA~L
5 0 16.~ ~~ FRO~ ENDVA~L
V ~ 26.J ~~ FROH ~VA~L17
0 04 0 '1.0 ~~ ~~OH E~VALLe ~
V ~ 0 000 \7 61.0 HH FROM ENDVA~L0 ~'ilV3 8 0 + ,nDSl)A.~0
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FIGURE 4.163
PLOT ON BLA~E PRESSuRE SuR~ACE
LOCATION OF BLAQE SuRFACE STATIC PRESSuRE T~DPINGS
X-A'OS AXIAL CO-ORD!NATE ~Ra~ TRA!~I~G EDGE DATuM (MMlY-.~'(JS SPA~VISE C~-ORDI~ATE FROM PERSDEX ENDVA~L (MMl
+ SPA~VISE DATA ~ROM PERSDEX VA~L x SPA~VJSE DATA ~RaM SLOTTED JA~L
:
-!- 1+ :+ .+ -h + :~ .J..I + +1 + 1
220
X X X X X X X X X Z X200 f- + + + .J.. + + + + + .J.. +
180 f-
!60
X X X X X X X X X X X
+ + + + + + + + + + +
140 f-
120 f-
X x X X X X X X X X X
100 + + + + + + + + + + +
80 + + + + + + + + + + +
60 \ +X + ~
*
~ + ~ .J.. •
*
''( X X X
40 ~ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + + +20 f-
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+ + + + + + + + + + +
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FIGURE 4.184
PLOT ON BLAaE SUCTION SJRFACE
LOCATION OF BLAaE SJRFACE STATIC PRESSURE TAPPINGS
X-A'OS AXIAL Ca-op.DI~ATE FROM TRA1~ING EDGE DATUM (MMlY-AXIS SOA~VISE CO-OqDJ~ATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (MMl
+ SPA~VISE DATA ~ROM PERSPEX VALL x SPA~UISE DATA ~ROM S~OTTcD VA~L
+-it +1 + + I + : ...... +1 + +I++~++I I
220 ~
XX X X X X X / X XX/XXX200 ... + + + + + + + + + ++++++
180
160
XX X X X X /. X X XXXXXX
+ + + + + + + + + ++++++
140 ...
120 ~
X X X X X X X / X XXXXX,
100 ++ + + + + + + + ++++++
80 I- ++ + + + + + + + ++++++
60 ... ~~ te ~ + 5t + ~ ~ 5t~*~~*X X
40 ++ + + + + + + + ++++++
++ + + + + + + + ++++++20
+ + + + + + + ++++++++
++ + + + + + + + ++ ++++0
T.E.L.E.
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AXIAL O-ORDI~ATE ~RO~ TRA!LI~G EDGE DATUM IMMJ
SPA~VISE CO-O~DINATe FRIJ~ PERsoEX ENDVA~L ~MM)
-0'9 -0,5 0 1
III'
L.E. I II J I , I I
-200 -160 -160 -!40 -120 -!OO -60 -60 -40
PLOT ON BLA~E PRESSURE SURFACE NATURAL BOUNDAqy LAvER DATA



























PLOT ON BLAQE SJCT!ON SuRfACE NATuRAL BOUNQAqv LAvER DATA
STATJr PRESSuRE COEFFIr!ENT ( (Pl-PLOCAL)/(P01-PI) ) CONTOURS
X-AXJS AXJAL CO-ORDINATE FRO~ TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (~Ml
Y-AXJS SPANVJSE CO-OqDJNATE FRO~ PERSDEX ENDVALL (MMI
12345 4 3I,r' ;lV
) I \\ I II I \ -......,
J If
i..E.
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(
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FIGURE 4.167
SLOT 1 HOT ~IRE EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
X-.~'1(IS TA~GENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE D,TUM IMM)Y-~'l(IS SPA~~ISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX END~ALL (MM)
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180
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SLOT 1 TOTAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR llNITS "1ETRE-SiSFCl
X-AXIS TA~GENT!~L CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA~LING EDGE DATUM (MM)
Y-AXIS SPA~UISE CO-ORD!NATt FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MM)
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FIGURE 5.2
220
SLOT 1 YAJ A~GLE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES'
X-AXIS TA~GENT!AL CO-OQD!~ATE FROM TQA'L1NG ~DGE DATUM 'M~'
Y··'XIS SDA~UISf CO-OQD!NATE ~QO~ P~QSPEX ENDUALL (M~I
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FIGURE 5.3
,x PRESSURE SENSING PROBE DATA
+ HOT WIRE DATA (AS NEW WIRE SENSITIVITIES)
G HOT WIRE DATA (RUN END WIRE SENSITIVITIES)
,
SLOT 1 PITCHWISE MASS MEANED HOT WIRE PROBE DATA
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
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U1 0 20 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220
.
bo- 3-HOLE PROBE 5-HOLE AND HOT WIRE PROBE
SLOT 1 STREAMVISE SPANVISE ANGLE CONTCURS (CO~TOU~ UN:TS DEGREES)
X-AXIS TANGENT;AL CO-ORDINATE FROM ;RAILING EDGE DATUM ;MM)
Y-AX:S SPANVISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX END~A~L (~M:
CON7JURS 09TAINED FROM HCT-~!RE MEAN VELOCIiY DA:A
220 (AS NEW WIRE SENSITIVITIES)
































SLOT 1 STRE/\MIJ ISE SP i\W ! SE A:-JGLE CO~:- JL~S (CJ~ " ~U~ U.I/ ~ ~ ~ DEGREES)
X-AXI S -;- ANGEN i L'\L CQ-ORDlNA-:"E f=RJM -:";;:A: 1.1 i~G EDGE D.HW1 ,,1~i;
Y-AX:~ SPANU:SE CO-ORDINATE FRO~ PERSPEX ENDVALL (~~
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FIGURE 5.6
SLOT I NORMALIZED TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY CONTOURS
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FIGURE 5.7
SLOT 1 TURBULENCE INTENSITY CONTOURS FOR U DASh
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORD!NATE FROM TR~'LING EDGE DATJH (H~)
Y-AXIS SDAN~ISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDVALL (H~)
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FIGURE 5.8
SLOT 1 TURBULENCE INTENSITY CONTOURS FOR V DASH
X-AXIS TA~GENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA~LING EDGE DAT~M (MM)
V-AXIS SPA~~ISE CO-ORDI~ATE FROM PERSDEX ENDUALL (MMl
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FIGURE 5.9
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FIGURE 5. 10
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FIGURE 5.13
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FIGURE 5.16
SLOT 8 YAY ANGLE CONrOURS (CONTOUR UNITS DEGREES)
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FIGURE 5.17
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SLOT 8 NCRMALIZED TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY CONTOURS
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM CMM)
Y-AXIS SDANUISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL CMMl
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FIGURE 5.20
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SLOT 8 ruRBULENCE INTENSITY CONTQURS FOR U DASH
X-AXIS TANGENT!~L CO-ORDI~ATE FROM TRA!LING EDGE DATUM (~Ml
Y-AXIS SPANUISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDUALL (MMl
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FIGURE 5.22
SLOT 8 TURBULENCE INTENSITY CONTOURS FOR V DASH
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FIGURE 5.23
aSLOT B PITCHWISE MASS MEANED RELATIVE TURBULENCE INTENSITIES
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
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SLOT B PITCHWISE MASS MEANED RELATIVE TURBULENT KINETIC ENERGY AND TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENOWALL (MM)











SLOT 8 NORMALIZED SHEAR STRESS CONTOURS (FROM UV CORRElAT!ONI
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-CRDINATE FRC~ TRA!LING EDGE DATUH (HH)
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FIGURE 5.26
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FIGURE 5.27
SLOT 1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA POINTS
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FIGURE 6.3
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FIGURE 6.~
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FIGURE 6.5
SLOT TOT AL VELOCITY MACNJTUDE CONTOURS (CONTOUR UNITS METRE:'3,'SECI
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FIGURE 6.6
SLOT 1 TOTAL VE~OCIT,( MACNITUDE CO"lTOUPS ICO"HOUR UNITS METRES (""Eel
THI NNED IN:"ET BOUNDARv '.A YE:R
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SLOT 8 TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFF!CIE:"lT ( (P01-POLOCAU, (P01-Pll ) C!J~TOiJP.S
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FIGURE 6.8
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FIGURE 6.9
SLOT 8 COMPARISON OF THE THREE INLET BOUNDARY
LAYER LOSS CORES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM WAKE CENTRE-LINE (MMl
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FIGURE 6.11
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FIGURE 8.12
SLOT 8 STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ( (p'-PLorALI/(PO!-Pl) I CONTOURS
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FIGURE B.14
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FIGURE 8.15
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FIGURE 6.17
SLOT 10 COMPARISON OF THE THREE INLET BOUNDARY
LAYER LOSS CORES
X-AXIS TANGENTIAL CO-ORDINATE FROM WAKE CENTRE-LINE (Mi"')
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SLOT B PITCHWISE MASS MEANED YAW ANGLE
VARIABLE INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
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SLOT 8 PITCHWISE MASS MEANED TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT
VARIABLE INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX END WALL (MM)
Y-AXIS TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ((P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-P1)
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SLOT 10 PITCHWISE MASS MEANED TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT
VARIABLE INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
Y-AXIS TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT ((P01-POLOCAL)/(P01-P1))
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Q POIN T OF MINIMUM PRESSURE (POLOC =P1 )
b OUTER TOTAL PRESSURE LOSS COEFFICIENT CONTOUR
FIGURE 7.1
DURHAM CASCADE EXIT ANGLE PREDICTION
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)











+ SLOT 10 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
PREDICTED DATA USING:
SLOT 1 PITCHWISE AVERAGED INLET PROFILE -
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+ SLOT 10 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
PREDICTED SECONDARY LOSS (atbtc)
PREDICTED LOSS COMPONENTS
------ LOSS CORE a
------- NEW END WALL BOUNDARY LAYER LOSS b
SECONDARY KINETIC ENERGY USING :
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DURHAM CASCADE SECONDARY LOSS PREDICTION
NATURAL INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX END WALL (MM)





















DURHAM CASCADE EXIT ANGLE PREDICTION
THICKENED INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)
Y-AXIS YAW ANGLE (DEGREES)
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A SLOT 10 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
PREDICTED SECONDARY LOSS (a+b+cJ
PREDICTED LOSS COMPONENTS
----- LOSS CORE a
------ NEW ENDWALL BOUNDARY LAYER LOSS b
SECONDARY KINETIC ENERGY USING :
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----- PROFILE c
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DURHAM CASCADE SECONDARY LOSS PREDICTION
THICKENED INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)


















DURHAM CASCADE EXIT ANGLE PREDICTION
THINNED INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENOWALL (MM)
V-AXIS YAW ANGLE (DEGREES)
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3-HOLE PROBE
DURHAM CASCADE SECONDARY LOSS PREDICTION
THINNED INLET BOUNDARY LAYER
X-AXIS SPANWISE CO-ORDINATE FROM PERSPEX ENDWALL (MM)


























v SLOT 10 EXPERIMENTAL DATA
------ PREDICTED SECONDARY LOSS (a+b+cJ
PREDICTED LOSS COMPONENTS
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------ NEW ENDWALL BOUNDARY LAYER LOSS b
SECONDARY KINETIC ENERGY USING :
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PREDICTED SECONDARY LOSS (a+b+c)
- - _.- LOSS CORE a
-._- NEW ENDWALL BOUNDARY LAYER b
X X SECONDARY KINETIC ENERGY USING








CARRICK'S CASCADE SECONDARY LOSS PREDICTION ZERO INLET SKE W LOW REYNOLDS No.
X-AXIS PERCENTAGE OF BLADE SPAN fROM ENDWALL
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CARRICK'S CASCADE SECONDARY LOSS PREDICTION HIGH INLET SKEW LOW REYNOLDS No.
X-AXIS PERCENTAGE OF BLADE SPAN FROM ENDWALL
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SJOLANDER'S CASCADE SECONDARY LOSS PREDICTION
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u AND v VELOCITIES
RESOLVED INTO NORMAL
AND ALONG WIRE COMPONENTS
v
FIGURE AIII.1
HOT WIRE PROBE CASCADE VELOCITY COMPONENTS
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